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Abstract:  The increased use of web applications has raised interest in finding cutting-edge specialty businesses that can provide 

clients with improved services. When consumers come to a rental assistance, they are requesting rental units. This is less complicated 

than paying for the device's purchase and maintenance. This article introduces an Android application that allows users to rent 

various everyday items such as clothing, books, accessories, sports equipment, and household appliances. Users may also list their 

own items for rent by others. This application will most likely rent items for a maximum of one month, several weeks, or hours. 

This is a superior method of distributing goods, which is regularly carried out through different real locations and enhanced by a 

system for making reservations online. 

 

Index Terms - Online Rental Services Platform, Android Application. Essential goods and services 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, many individuals move starting with one city then onto the next for instructive or work reasons. This made a 

complex, multi-hierarchical administration framework that included books, clothing, and different extras. The ongoing situation 

presents the rental or buy framework as an extremely lumbering errand. With the huge development of the Web and internet business 

innovation, Web stages offer various types of assistance to online organizations, particularly web-based shopping stages. Internet 

shopping even more really extends your business and works together with clients and different associations. This concentrate briefly 

uncovered the requirements and assumptions for current and possible clients of virtual commercial centers for items. With such 

countless applications in the present cutthroat computerized climate, whether or not to purchase or lease has for quite some time 

been a discussion. These applications are space explicit. In this way, we added another aspect and fostered an application that 

arranges with leasing and sharing everyday necessities. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. Paper Name: Sustainability perspectives on the shared economy. 

Author: Koen F. 

The sharing economy empowered by online stages has turned into a significant worldwide financial turn of events, permitting a 

huge number of individuals to impart their assets to outsiders "distributed". This sharing reaches from resources, for example, homes 

and vehicles to less significant things like dress and devices. The sharing economy guarantees ecological advantages by decreasing 

reliance on confidential proprietorship, however there are likewise reactions about administrative issues, monopolistic propensities, 

and true effects on supportability. This extraordinary issue of nine articles centers around maintainability in the sharing economy. 

We examined stage types, client inspirations, and the ecological effect of sharing, and observed that early cases about intrinsic 

maintainability were problematic. The article features the requirement for additional examination into administration choices, 

financial and ecological effects, and recognizes that the sharing economy is as yet developing. 

 

2. Paper Name: Android Based Application on Rental Clothing. 

Author Name: Vijay Sharma, Aditya Tiwari, Devika Jagtap, Dinesh Dorkar, Harsh Nimke, Shubhra Tonge 

Rental dress applications are a promising idea with many advantages for purchasers, the style business, and the climate. This 

gives individuals a helpful and supportable method for getting to polished dress without the requirement for over the top utilization 

or possession. By leasing garments, clients can set aside cash, lessen squander, and add to a more roundabout economy. Furthermore, 

the Rental Dress application can cultivate a feeling of local area and imagination by supporting nearby organizations and planners 

by permitting clients to impart and trial to various her styles. The rental stage can likewise advance moral and maintainable style 

rehearses as it will actually want to organize assortments from brands that focus on manageability, fair work practices and 

straightforwardness. 
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3.  Paper Name: Evaluating the current Norwegian clothing system and a circular alternative. 

Author Name: Maria Carolina Mora- Sojo, Kamila Kyrch, Johan Berg Pettersen 

In this review, we planned the progression of the Norwegian dress framework in 2018, surveyed the related natural effects, and 

proposed round choices through a methodical change to reuse and rental. We found that round options offer critical ecological  

advantages under the circumstances imagined. These advantages must be acknowledged given the proper plan of elective 

frameworks, changes in buying and removal conduct, and strategy mediations that might augment the circularity of the framework 

and limit bounce back impacts. Be that as it may, in spite of demonstrated circularity gains, the natural advantages just arrive at a 

specific level and utilization should be restricted to additionally decrease influences. 

 

4. Paper Name: Online Rental Management System. 

Author Name: Riya Goyal, Ankita Roy, Rajakumar P 

The reason for this study was to dissect buyer clothing rental way of behaving, zeroing in on the difficulties and effects of attire 

rental. The concentrate explicitly distinguished high-traffic rental things, like wedding dresses and active apparel, and uncovered 

rental inspirations, including contemplations like compactness, fit, and space investment funds. The outcomes recommend that 

accomplished shoppers focus on elements like wellness, complexity, and execution, while unpractised buyers are less inclined to 

look for such advantages. The concentrate likewise interfaces clothing rental inclinations to purchaser lifecycles, formal occasions, 

and wellbeing encounters. Proposals included addressing the restricted choices accessible to youngsters and recommending that 

attire rental organizations oblige different size and cost contemplations. The review features the huge monetary weight rental costs 

present for buyers and features the requirement for organizations to adjust the executives and substitution costs. In general, this 

study gave knowledge into the intricacy of clothing rental elements and featured the significance of considering purchaser 

assumptions and industry lifecycle stages. 

 

5. Paper Name: Strategies analysis of luxury fashion rental platform in sharing economy. 

Author Name: Yixuan Feng, Yinliang (Ricky) Tan, Yongrui Duan. Yu Bai 

The extravagance design rental area is being changed by the quick development of the sharing economy. This article explores 

the effect of online rental stages on fashioner brand organizations and talks about ideal legally binding choices among planner brand 

organizations. The examination demonstrates the way that rental stages can help fashioner brands because of the compromise 

between market extension and cannibalization impacts. The review shows that enhancement impacts overwhelm office and discount 

arrangements, which clears up design retailers' propensity for work with rental stages. Furthermore, this study features the significant 

job of income offer and lingering esteem in agreement choices and proposes that specific circumstances favor commonly helpful 

organization arrangements. Besides, the office model brings down retail costs, helps high-esteem customers, and increments 

purchaser excess. This study recognizes impediments, proposes headings for future exploration, and features its commitment to 

understanding the effect of rental business sectors on extravagance design brands in the developing sharing economy. 

 

6. Paper Name: Executive Garment Rental Service—A Study on Consumers’ Preferences. 

Author Name: Vijayudu Gnanamkonda, Chakravarthi Koundinya, Purna P. Nandamuri 

The piece of clothing, gadgets, and little machines rental industry is thriving in India, outstandingly determined by a flood in 

youth's inclination for leasing stylish things. Past dress, design reaches out to different components like bicycles, mobiles, and gems, 

mirroring a mix of way of life and social impact. Web-based entertainment stages enhance this pattern, with youth looking for 

feelings and participating in conversations about clothing decisions. Regardless of critical spending on marked dress, there's a 

developing suspicion about the life span of patterns, provoking new businesses to investigate the piece of clothing rental market. 

The review digs into buyer inclinations for chief pieces of clothing on a rental premise, dissecting the potential for this developing 

area in the Indian setting. 

 
7. Paper Name: Environmental implication of casual wear rental services: Case of Japan and Germany.  

Author Name: Felix M. Piontek , Eri Amasawa, Koji Kimita  

Description: This study (Kjaer et al., 2018) compares the environmental impact of renting T-shirts, coats, dresses, and kimonos in 

Germany and Japan with the consumption of traditional clothing. The results show different environmental benefits influenced by 

garment type and material composition. Renting rarely worn clothing avoids the production of new clothing, significantly reducing 

your environmental impact. However, the environmental benefits of everyday items such as T-shirts are limited. Trends are the 

same for all types of clothing, and the material plays an important role. This study suggests that products that are complex, impactful, 

and of limited use are suitable for rental services. It highlights how important it is to evaluate whether the implementation of a 

product service system "PSS" makes sense. This reduces the environmental footprint for consumers. Further research should 

investigate optimized cleaning procedures, user group-oriented approaches, and success factors for PSS providers. The study 

envisions a transition from 'fast fashion' to a more sustainable clothing industry and highlights the need for high-quality, timeless 

design to make clothing last longer.  

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

1. Planning: In this underlying stage, the task's objectives, cutoff times, assets, and not entirely set in stone. A practicality 

study may likewise be directed to assess the plausibility of the undertaking. 

 

2. Analysis: Prerequisites are gathered and broke down during this stage. This includes understanding the end client's 

requirements and deciding framework usefulness. 

 

3. Design: In view of the necessities, the framework and programming configuration is made. This incorporates characterizing 

the framework engineering, modules, information base plan, UI, and so forth. 
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4. Execution (coding): The genuine coding of the product is finished in this stage. Developers compose code as indicated by 

plan particulars. 

 

5. Testing: Created programming should be tried to distinguish and address mistakes and guarantee that the product meets 

determined prerequisites. Testing can incorporate unit testing, coordination testing, framework testing, and client 

acknowledgment testing. 

 

6. Deployment: Programming is delivered to clients or made accessible to people in general during this stage. This includes 

establishment, information movement, and guaranteeing the framework works in a live climate. 

 
7. Maintenance: After organization, the framework enters an upkeep stage, during which refreshes, bug fixes, and upgrades 

are made to determine issues and further develop usefulness. 

 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: System Information Flow 
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Figure 5.4 : Main Logo 

Figure 5.3: Product Listing 

Figure 5.2: Main Menu 

Figure 5.5: Product View 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Sharing resources is made easier with the daily product’s rental smartphone app, which is Kotlin based. By making user registration, 

profile management, and product uploading simple, it promotes a feeling of community. Through an easy-to-use interface, users 

may choose things with ease, and bookings guarantee availability. The payment method via QR codes in the app makes financial 

transactions easier while boosting dependability and confidence. By encouraging sustainable practices and prudent resource 

management, this sharing platform lowers waste and overconsumption. These kinds of apps are essential for changing consumption 

patterns and creating more sustainable societies in a world where environmental responsibility and resource efficiency are becoming 

more priorities. 
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